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SUMMARY

The Army ‘8 Remotely P iloted Vehicle (RPV) Progr am has
been reviewed. This review covers the pr esent AQUIM Program
which is directed at the provi sion of a demonstrator vehicle
for evaluation of the utility of an RPV for reconnaissance,
surveillance, target acquisition/designation (RSTAD). I t also

• examines the adequacy of the available techno logy and ongoing
development effort for imp lementing a daylight TV/laser-equ ipped
mini-RP V suitable for operation in the battlefield environment.
Finall y ,  it looks into future pote ntial uses by the Army of an
RPV capability and the technology developments which will pace
this use.

Conclusions and Recoi,inendat ions -

1. The conduct of the AQUITJA Demonstration Progr am
is strong ly endorsed. Every effort should be directed at
maintaining the pace of thi8 phase of the progr am in view
of the imp act the TRADOC user evaluation should have on
the future pha ses of the progr am.

2. Favorable TRADOC evaluation is anticipated wit,
the result of upgrading the priori ty placed on the mini-
RPV pro gram. The technological base of the next p hase--
the engineeri ng develop nent of an operation a l prototype--
has been well laid. However,~ concern is expressed at the
adequacy of the contrac t urat approach for the next phase.
~4 co,rri itment to a single contracto r at the outset of the
engineering developnent pha se is a high-risk approach whichnrzy not f u l ly exploit the learning and experience derived
from the AQUIIA Program.

I t is reco,,rnended that the above budget contrac tua lL plans be reviewed if  the TRADOC evaluation verifies the
anticipated high potential of RPV opera tiona l use.

3. Fu ture evolutionary develop nents and added uses
of an RPV have received relatively little consideration.
These uses will prob ably be based on additiona l sensors Iand pay loads f or which the basic techno logy either exists f —--~’~~ ~~

‘

or is under developm ent. Adaptation to a mini-RPV should j NTIS 
, -

• not represent a critical path so defermen t of this effort 
~for the presen t should not cause eventua l delay.

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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However, an expansion of the Army ’s systems studies

for  incorporation of an RPV capability for battlefield use
is strong Z~ reconnzended. At presen t, there appears to be
a complete lack of such overall systems studies. Such
s tudies should contribute both to the utilization of the
initial day light RBTAD use of REV’s and provide a basis
for  asseBement of broader use of a new and unique capability .

4 * 4 4
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INTRODUCTION

This Ad Hoc Committee was established and tasked to review the
Army’s Remotely Piloted Vehicle...~(RPV ) Program. The background which
led to this study, its Terms of Reference, and the Committee member-
ship are shown in Attachment A.

The Army ’s RPV Program as currently planned is to transition from
advanced development to engineering development in the FY 78—79 time
period , with initial deployment in the early 1980’s. Prior to engineer-
ing development , the AQUILA test bed RPV is to be used by TRADOC and
DARCOM to gain experience with RPV operations and to develop concepts
of operations tO be used in writing a Required Operational Capability
(ROC) on which the engineering development will be based.

The Terms of Reference (Attachment A) specified the following scope
for the ad hoc study.

“Consider:

• a. The mission requirements, present and potential.

• b. The state—of—the—art for mini—RPV technology.

c. Alternate payloads for RPV ’s to perform the mission
requirements.

d. Alternate solutions for meeting second generation RPV
mission requirements.

e. Review of other Service program s.”

In the conduct of its study, the Ad Hoc Coiimiittee held four two—
day meetings in which it was briefed by representatives of the Army
RPV Program staff and supporting elements within AVSCOM ; the AQUILA
Contractor (Lockheed) ; Project Seeker and the Systems Analysis Act ivity
of TRADOC ; DARCOM Battlefield Systems Integration; and Navy , Air Force
and United Kingdom RPV Program . Flights of the AQUILA test vehicle and
of an Otter airp laice with a TV/laser sensor were also observed at
Fort Huachuc a. By way of these briefings, the Comeittee was exposed
not only to the viewpoints of those directly involved in the RPV develop-
ment, but also its potential users and planners for more advanced uses.

• It is important to note that the study and this report considers
the Program from two viewpoints. The first is the presen t progr am; the
second is the futur e program required to rea lize the RPV ’s full potential.
This is of significance becaus. of th . background which preceded the
presen t study . In two previous AMP reviews , it was noted that the Army’s
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RPV Program was unduly diffuse. Each of these reports recommended a
focusing of effort on initial objective8 commanding first priority. As
noted in the section of this report titled “Present Program” this has
been done , and the present study strongly endorses this action . On the
other hand , it has resulted In delaying effort from developments of im-
portance to the realization of the future potential of RPV ’s. The
section on “Future Program” deals with this aspect of the total program.

4



ATTACHMENT A

Terms of Reference
Army Scientif ic Advisory Panel

Ad Hoc Group on Remotely Piloted Vehicles

November 1976

1. Background:

The Army RPV program envisaged the RPV program transitioning from
advanced development to engineering development in the FY 78—79 time
period , with an initial deployment in the early 1980’s. Prior to
engineering development, the AQUILA test bed RPV is to be used by
TRADOC and DARCOM to gain experience with RPV operations and to develop
concepts of operationa to be used in writing a Required Operationsi
Capability (ROC). Some desired Operational Capabilities and potential
RPV missions are included as Inclosure 1.

The AQUILA program experienced technical problems during the initial
flight test period which resulted in the loss of eight RPVs. The primary
problem was in saf e retrieval of the RPV (as opposed to launch or normal
flight). Seven successful flights have been conducted since the recovery
system was changed in September .

2. Terms of Reference: Perform an in—depth review of the RPV program.

Consider:

a. The mission requirements, present and potential.

b. The state—of—the—art for mini—RPV technology.

c. Alternate payloads for RPVs to perform the mission requirements.

• d. Alternate solutions for meeting 2nd generation RPV mission
requirements.

j 
e. Review other Service programs.

3. Termination of Effort: The chairman of the ad hoc group is requested
to conclude his efforts and provide an interim report. The interim report
should clearly define major problems and progress achieved . The final
report , due no later than 1 May 1977 , should place pri mary emphasis on
the long—term program. The final report should address th. level of ef-
fort required for all alternatives.

• Personnel:
Chairman : Dr. Harry J. Goett
Member s: Professor Howard C. Curtiss, Jr.

Mr. Milton Lohr
Dr. George F. Smith 5



Hissions (Grouped by Priority)

Platform for target acquisition and target designator

Platform for gathering intelligence

Platform for communications relay between air and ground ,
ground and ground.

Weapons platform

Navigation ai~

Electronic warfare

Capabilities

Stability satisfactory for laser designator and good optical
clarity/resolution

Low cross section to all means of detection

Range in excess of 20 Km

Able to remain on station for extended period (in excess of one hour)

Payload capacity greater than 15 Kg

High probability of survival in combat environment

Low initial cost

Low maintenance requirement

Capable of being deployed with forward tactical elements

Capable of being integrated into current fire control, fire
suppor t , and command and control systems.

Enclosure 1
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PRESENT PROGRAM

Program Objectives and Management.

Finding -

The present program ie well forcused on it8
twin objectives of providing a demonstration RE V
for TP~4DOC tests, and to follow on with the engi-
neering development of an operational RPV with
daytime TV, laser target designation, and rang ing
for the field. This effort is being directed by
an RFV Development Manager’s Office which makes
effective use of the Az~ny ’s in—house capabilities
and accesses techno logy developments of other
programe ~,hich are pertinent to its requirements.

Conclusions and Reconnendations -

The recon ’inendationa of the prior A.SAP Ad Hoc
Study have been implemented and the directions of
the Letter of Agreement are being followed. The
Development Manager’8 Office which directs this
effort is understaffed considering the diversity
of the effort and the nwnber of organizations
involved. This situation will be aggravated in
the upcoming p hase of the program when more of
the work will be done by outside contractors,
rather than by in-house groups.

It is, therefore, reconinended that the Cen-
tral Weapons Systems Group which directs this
program be increased in staff and perhaps upgraded
to Program Office status.

Discussion —

The Army’s RPV Program which is considered in this report as the
“Present Program” consists of that established by the Letter of Agreement

1 updated and transmitted by correspondence dated 21 October 1976 for the
investigation of a Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV ) Development Program.

• The Progra m, as stipulated in the LOA, consists of the development of
“a lightweigh t , rf’.motely piloted vehicle (RPV) that can provide real—
or near—real—time combat intelligence , ta rget acquisition , conduc t

• artill ery fire adjustmen t and laser designa tion of tank size tar gets.
”7



The design objectives were spelled out In the LOA and were limited to
a sensor package consisting of a (daylight) TV sensor with an auto—
tracker capability and laser rangefinder, and a laser—designator for
laser guided munitions.

The DARCOM was authorized to develop, test, and provide this basic
RPV system for TRADOC evaluation. TRADOC was to evaluate these RPV’s
to develop operational concepts and determine their tactical feasibility
and utility. If the system concept proved both technically and tacti-
cally feasible, DARCOM and TRADOC are to establish a Required Operational
Capability (ROC) as a basis for the engineering development of an opera-
tional vehicle. This program has been executed by way of Lockheed Mis-
siles and Space Company as the AQUILA contractor, and has now been ac-
cepted by the Army for evaluation.

The essential elements of the AQUILA “system” are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. It is emphasized that it is a “system” and not just an RPV. The
launch, recovery, communications, navigation, automatic control and
sensors——derived from a number of available technology programs——have
been integrated into a compatible total system. In accordance with the
initial plan, it is a “soft” system, capable of operating in the rela-
tively benign environment of the TRADOC user test, but it is not a
prototype for an operational vehicle.

The foregoing stepwise approach is strongly endorsed. It places
chief emphasis on expediting the evaluation by the user of a system which
will potentially represent a quantum improvement in the Army’s capability
for artillery adjustment beyond direct line of sight. In the likely
event that this potential will be verified by the TRADOC tests, the
system can be upgraded for the battlefield environment. Future potential
uses have been deferred in accordance with this approach (see “Future
Program” for discussion of this deferment decision). First priority,
plus a focus of effort imposed by budget limitations, has been placed on
getting a demonstration vehicle in the hands of the user.

It is to be noted in passing that the above focus of effort is con-
sistent with the recommendation of two past RPV Program Reviews by the
ASAP. The April 1974 Repor t of the Ad Hoc Committee on RPV’s emphasized
the need for convincing the user of the utility of RPV’s and stated that

• “user involvement (in the program) is not only desirable but mandatory.”
The LOA strongly reflects recommendations made in this report to achieve
this end. This report also stated that many of “the technology areas
(for an RPV) need development only in a systems sense, since it is the
interaction of the various requirements that require study, and those
can be most usefully studied In the systems context .”

The more recent ASAP comments in the Summe r Stud y of 1976 were
critical of the breadth of the program in relation to its f unding and
schedule , and recommended termination of “development of RPV payloads
not In direct support of day or night target acquisition and designation.

”8
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Such a restructuring of the program has occurred, largely for budget
reasons, and the criticism does not apply to the program as now being
evaluated.

Part of th~ success of the present program is due to Its central-
ized program management. Its Development Manager ’s Office has resources
and authority to access and direct the efforts of various Army Labs to
meet program needs. Thus, for instance, sensors and a coumiunications
technology developed for other purposes, have been adapted to the RPV
system. The program is considered an outstanding example of the utili-
zation of exploratory and advanced (6.2 and 6.3) developments for a
specific program.

On the negative side, the Development Manager’s Office is con-
sidered understaffed in relation to the job it has to do. This situation
will be aggravated as the program advances to the engineering development
stage. The major portion of the work will then be done by outside con-
tractors, rather than by in—house Army organizations. Furthermore, if a
new prime contractor is involved, the prime burden of passing along the
past experience to the development engineering phase of the program will
fall on the Development Program Manager’s Office. It is strongly recom-
mended that thio Program Office be more adequately staffed.

The relationship of the Army ’s program objectives to those of other
Services was examined. Presentations were made to the Ad Hoc Committee
by Air Force and Navy representatives on their RPV Programs. Objectives
and mission requirements were sufficiently different so there was not a
duplication of the Army Program. Periodic interservice meetings occur
which exchange information on problems and solutions which may be common
to the programs. Based on these limited presentations, it would appear
that the Army is further along in its process of developing an operable
system for its specific needs. Once this system comes into operation, it
could be examined to determine its utility for mission requirements of the
other Services, but at present, the independent developments are con-
sidered justified.

The extent to which the Program has benefited from technology de-
velopments from other sources is noteworthy. Prior ARPA programs con—
tribut °d significantly . The sensor and ICNS data link systems were
initially developed for other programs . AQUILA Program has been used
for adaption of these subsystems to Its specific requirements . In the
reviews , it was also evident that most useful support was supplied by
various Army laboratories. In this way , it was possible to accomplish
more than might have been expected from a tight budget and a small pro-
gram staff.

11



Present Status of Program.

Finding -

The AQUIL.4 contractor demonstration progr~nachieved ~O 8UcceBSful launcheB and recoveries out
of the last 51 flights. At this point, on ii July
19??, it was accepted by the Army for combined
DARCOM/TPU4DOC testing at Fort Huachu ca. The suc-
cess of the system in contrast to the earlier
f l ight experience was achieved, in part , by a
switch from horizontal net to vertical net re-
covery. Experi ence in the early stages of the
program also led to changes in manufacturing
procedures--priw.rily, environmental tests of
subsystems and pre launch and checkout of the com-
plete RPV. Defici encies in the vehicle f l ight
contro l progr am were uncovered and corrected.
Flights of the TV/laser sensor on an Otter air-
p lane developed famil iarity with it8 use.

Conclusions and Reao,r,nendatione -

The above described progressive effort
resulted in a system with sufficient reliability
and readiness for turnover to Army DARCOM and
TRADOC crews for testing. The number of avail-
able vehicles for such a progr~.vn may be margina l
and may not allow for attrition and required spare s.

In view of the impor tance of a timely comple-
tion of the TRADOC tests, it is recon,nended tha t
top priority be given to maintaining the present
p lanned schedule. No marg in remains for unantici-
pated failures. Provisions should be made to
avoid de lays due to inadequate spares.

The AQUIL4 contractor acceptance tests not
only demonstrated the By8tem reliabil ity, but also
trained Ax~ny opera tors for the TRADOC tests. Out
of the 51 f lights prior to Army acceptance, all
but one resulted in successful launch and recovery .
The one fail ure is traceable to opera tiona l pro-
cedures (complicated by training a new operator) .
On the basis of this experience, it is concluded
tha t the system has sufficien t reliability and
simp licity of opera tion to provide TRA[X) C with
adequate means for perfo rming their p lanned test
program.

12



The ma in message of the flight history of AQUILA is derived from
an analysi s of the basic causes of the series of failures experienced
during the early portion of the program. This experience is of sig-
nificance to the conduct of the future program. There is a danger that
an underfunded program will lead to a repetition of shortcut procedures
leading to an unreliable system. This point is discussed in the con-
cluding section of this part of the report.

Development Required For an Operational System.

Finding -

The AQUILA RPV system is being built with
operationa l characteristics and components which
will  be adequate for its TP~4DOC “demons tration ”
purpose. In some respects, these wilt not be
acceptable for an operationa l vehicle and will
require upgrading and modification in the engineer-
ing develop ment phase. In anticipation of this,
approximately 99% of all Army RPV fundi ng during
the past year has been 8pent on AQUITiA or on de-
velop nenta which will make suitable subsystems
avai lable for incorporation in the engineering
development vehicle. (It is to be noted tha t
these are all for the “firs t generation ” opera-
tional vehicle.) These include :

Engine Develop~nent. 2~o contracts havebeen placed to develop a reliable lightweight
engine of 20-horsepower to serve as a power
p lant for future RP V’a. These new engines will
be available toward the end of the present
ca lendar year and will be a valuable asset for
all future RPV developm ents, providing light-
weight engines in a desirable horsepower range
where none presently exists . Availability of
a re liable engine in the 20-horsep ower range
appears to adequately cover future design re-
quirements for RP V’a.

ICNS Dave loivnent. A contract has been
p laced for an Integra ted Conmaunication and
Navigati on Syatøn (ICNS) which will develop
hardware which will be integra ted and f l ight
tested in a mini-RPV to denona trate oomand and
control and mission data retrieval in a hostile
janriiing environment.

13



Actuator. No appropriate actuators used
at the present time-- those now being used on
the AQUIL.4--cornpromise its performance undul y .

Development contracts )zave been let for hig her
performance actuators at 25 and .50 inch/ lbs.

Other features of AQUILA are deficient for  an
operational vehicle, but for  a nwnber of rea-
sons including budget limitations, no deve lop-
ment effort is being supported. These include:

Rate Gj,.’ro/Autop i lot Normal Accelerometer.
Past equipment had unacceptable bias and di ’-ift
characteristics, but alternative equipment with
adequate perfo rmance is available.

Contro l Van. This is probab ly now the most
vulnerable 8ubsya tern. Means for improving, such
as separating the van from the electromagnetic
radiati ng elements, are being considered but
will be deferre d f or incorporation in the
engineering development ph ase.

Sensors. A lighter weight and less costly
sensor subsystem appears feasible but will re-
quire some funded development effort. For
budget reasons, this was deferred to F! 78.

Sattl~fieid (Iperability. The AQUILA eye-.
tern is a very “soft ” one capab le only of oper-
ati ng in a rela tively benign, nonhostile envi-
ron.rnent. Probl ems with the horizonta l recovery
system were solved by chang ing to a vertical
recovery net. However, further 1.Jf lprovement8
app ear desirable to prov ide ease of launch and
recovery in a battlefield environment.

Conclusions and Reccr,viendations -

Experience on the AQUILA development pro-
gram to date has highlighted certain technology
developments and system improvements tha t are
necessary if an RPV sys tem capable of opera ti ng
in the battlefield environment is to be developed.
Such fund s as have been available to the Progr am
Office above those required to suppor t the main
AQUIL.4 demonstrator p rojra n have been devoted to
the more essentia l of the har~ iare developments
which require long lead time.

14
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The development of a lighter weight, lower coat
TV/ laser sensor optimized for mini-RPV use has been
deferred due to lac k of fun ds. System changes to
improve operability and decreased vulnerability in
the batt lefie ld environment are such that they can
be handled duri ng the engineering development p hase.
While the focus of the limited development funds on
“firs t generation” RPV requirements and the selec-
tion of priorities is endorsed, it is urged that
budget provisions be made to fund developments to
optimize the sensor assembly with respect to weight
and cost. Such an optimization will have a signi-
ficant beneficial effec t on the cost effectiveness
of an operational RP V since it now represents over
50% of the vehicle costs. Investment of modest
funds at the present wil l  result in significan t
coat savings on the production vehicles.

Discussion.

Consistent with its initial objective , the AQUILA system is a
relatively “soft” system. It is adequate for its intended purpose——
TRADOC evaluation of an RPV in a relatively benign environment——but
a tactical RPV system needs to be significantly upgraded to harden it
and give it the transportability, reduced vulnerability, and ease of
operation required for a battlefield environment. Also, consistent
with the “model airplane” concept at the outset of the program, it uses
certain on—the—shelf , coumiercially available components. These include
a “go—cart” engine, some low performance actuators, and low—cost gyros
and accelerometers. No anti—jam or multi—vehicle capability is included
in its comunication subsystem; no special effort has been made to build
transportability into its van—mounted electronics equipment and , a sen-
sor assembly that could benefit by obvious weight and cost developments
to optimize it for mini—RPV use. In addition to its ind ividual compo—
nents, the overall system needs modification from the standpoint of
vulnerability and operability. The foregoing limitations do not compromise
the AQUILA system to the extent that it will not be suitable for the TRADOC
demonstration tests. However, it is already recognized that the ROC which
will control the specifications for the engineering development vehicle
will probably require upgrading of the above items . The technology de-
velopments f unded under the RPV Program with a single exception are con-
cerned with upgrading the subsyste ms that will go into the engineering
development vehicle for the “first generation ” system; i.e. , not for future
uses or improvements. These are the engine, actuators, and the coemunica—
tions system. These were selected because of their essential nature, and
the lead time necessary for these hardware developments.

15



The development of a major item of sigificance is considered to be
tha t of the Integrated Communication and Navigation subsystem . Tech-
nology developments involving spread spectrum, pseudo—noise and fre-
quency-hopping techn iques have been under development by ARPA and DDRE.
However , no integrated system with both anti—jam and multi—vehicle
communication capability existed . Thus, the major technology funding
effort was directed at dawelepment o1 such an integrated system for an
RPV. This effort——the Harris/CHIRP system——based on a combination of an
adaptive antenna and spread spectrum approach——has now reached the point
of evaluation testing on an Otter aircraft. (It is understood it has
received the approval of a DDRE Committee set up to review command and
control communication system developments throughout the DOD.) It is
scheduled for later incorporation Into the AQUILA for tests that will be
conducted parallel to and concurren t with the TRADOC evaluation. The
system should be ready for incorp oration in the engineering development
phase.

cther recognized development requirements have been deferred either
because adequate higher grade subsystems (e.g., higher performance rate/
gyro/accelerometer combination) are available or, in the case of vulnera-
bility and operability , it is system modifications that are required
rather than basic technology improvements requiring long lead time.
These include improved transportability and hardening of all the equip-
ment; possible simplification of the launch and recovery techniques for
ease of field use; and a separation of the communication van from the
radiating antenna to decrease its vulnerability.

In particular , alternatives to the present recovery method deserve
further study . Parachute recovery, if feasible, offers the possibility
of improvements.

A number of the desired improvements can be made in the engineering
development phase of the progr am . Presumably , the TRADOC tests will
uncover other desirable improvements. However, some earlier development
ef fort would be desirable——though not essential——on the TV/laser sub-
system . This sensor assemb ly represent8 25% of the weight of the vehicle
and in excess of 50% of its cost. The equipment as it now stands is an
adaptation to mini—RPV use of equipment originally developed for other
purposes. In the long run , it would be cost effecttve if there were
further development to reduce the weight and cost of this major sub-
system. This effort has been deferred for budgetary reasons. It appears
that an upgraded sensor will not be available In time for incorporation
in the engineering development vehicle. This item should command high
budget priority in the future planning in the hope of making an improved
sensor availa ble for the first production vehicles.

16



Battlefield Use of RPV’s.

F indi ’

( ‘evious ly noted, because of a severe
limitation of funds, almost all Army RPV re-
sources have been devoted to the AQUII1A demon-
stration on techno logy dove lopnents that will
support the engineering dove lop nent of the
“first generation” RPV.

Conclusions and Reconinendations -

Although the RPV appears to provide a
significant improvement in the Army ‘e capa-
bility to locate targets and accurately
deliver artillery f i re on enemy armor and
artillery., it is necessary to determine
guanti tively how thie system contributes and
compares with the overall fire suppor t mission
curren tly being perfo rmed by other means. A
quantitative measure of the operation a l utility
and basic rationa le as to why the Army should
dove lop and deploy an RPV system does not ap-
pear to be avai lable. Therefore, it is recom-
mended tha t the studies either in process, such
as the COEA, or those being planned and directed
by TRADOC, be modified to provide an overall
assessment expressed in quantitative terms, on
the impac t of the R~V on the enemy.

Discussion.

Most of the design and performance studies completed to date treat
the RPV system as a separate entity whereby it was evaluated in terms of
it s own performance rather than determini ng how it affected enemy forces
and action . There is a need to define how this system will be integrated
into th. division , and further to expand in considerably more detail how
the RPV system will be utilized in a scenario such as in Central Europe.
Such factors as surv ivability of the GCS, tactical operation of the RPV ,
enemy cn action , and friendly CQ( techniques—all might influence the
design of various elements of the RPV . Therefore , it is recomsended that
a comprehe nsive study be conduc ted which (a) examines and establishe s how
the system should be incorporat ed into the appropriate Army elements , (b)
defines the vario us interfaces requirements , and (c) evaluates and estab-
lishes various tactics and countermeasures which the RPV unit should
employ under various tactical situations .

17
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The target mix for RPV ’s consists of tanks, artillery, radar and
Communication centers and clusters of weapons behind the FEBA . RPV ’s
ought to be able to assist in the destruction of these targets cheaper,
with less manpower and have longer on—station time than, for example, an
attack helicopter . However, some of these factors are probably not
enough on which to base the development of a new weapon system. The
Panel believes that a study i€ re’q~aired (a) whereby the ef fect on the
enemy of utilizing RPV ’s can be compared to other means, and (b) where
the key design or performance paramet er s can be treated parametrical ly
so that the resu lting system and subsystem design is based upon such
an analysis.

18



Plans For E~g~neering Development Phase.

F inding~ -

The conduct of the RPV Pro groin has been in-
f luenced from its very inception by its superficial
similari ty to a model airp lane. rt was thought to
be simple and to be feasib le to build it from on-the-
shelf  component s . If the p resent progroin to date
has shown anything, it has demonstra ted this not to
be so. The upgrading in reliability in the demon-
stration AQUIL.4 vehicle has been a result of intro-
ducing procedures more typical of weapons systems
of at least the complexity of (for instance) a
guided missile. In addition, developments have been
initiated in subsystems; e.g. , engines, actuators,
cosim4nicationa equip ment, which will ~be necessary
if  an operational vehicle is to be developed.

Conclusions and Reccri~nendations -

The important conc lusion to be derived f r om the
foregoi ng findings is pertinent to the conduc t of the
next step of the p rogrvn (assuming the TP~4DOC tests
result in a reccmrnendation for the production of an
operationa l system.) This next step will be an
engineering development p hase. The success of this
next p hase is going to be strong ly influenced by
both the initia l p lanned budget and the contrac tua l
approach on which it is premised.

It is not considered appropriate for the Ad Hoc
Coninittee to make a specific reconinendation in the
above regard. However, concern is expressed with
respect to two aspects of the present p lan for the
engineering development phase. If the TRAIX) C tests
result in an urgent requirement by the user for an
RP V capabi lity, consideration should be given to a
two-contractor engineering development p hase to give
added assurance of meeting the requirement date with
an operable system. The p resent p lan i. based on a
sing le thread success schedule and budget. Further-
more, the present p lan involves the po ssibility that
a new contractor will win the development phas e on
the basis of pri ce, with the loss of the benefit of
such learning and experience derived fro m the p rogrom
to date--and a consequent increased risk of f ttture
de lays .
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Discussion.

The past history of the RPV Program indicates that it was initi-
ated on the basis of its presumed similarity to a “model airplane.”
An initial presumption, therefore, was that it could be built cheaply
by use of such on—the—shelf items as a go—cart engine, commercial ac-
tuator , radio control components, and unstabilized TVs. Also, that
it did not require the environmental tests and checkout procedures such
as might be applied to (for instance) a Hawk missile. This model air-
plane concept also failed to take into account such system complexities
as automatic control and computer navigation necessary for an operable
system.

The series of failures in Flights 7 through 13 caused a review of
the program by both the contractor and the Army. One obvious change
introduced into later successful flights was the use of a vertical net
for arresting the forward motion of the vehicle in landing in place of
the hook/horizontal net system. Other than this, no basic system changes
were introduced . There was, however, a significant change in procedures.
The importance of software was recognized ; software verification and test
were emphasized , and software change control improved . More emphasis was
placed on ground—based simulation to validate the systems integration
concepts prior to flight . Every RPV was checked out by being suspended
and tethered to allow full engine and avionics operation under vibratory
conditions , and under control of the ground control system. A number of
other less significant changes almost all concerned with checkout and
procedural matters were introduced. The result was 50 successful flights
Out of the next 51 flights.

The foregoing would only be of historical significance except for
its implications relative to the future program. Many of the deficien-
cies noted, except the hook recovery system, were traceable to an inade-
quate budget and what might be called the “model airplane syndrome ” .
Originally, the test demonstration program was budgeted at $8 million
dollars or two contractors at $4 million dollars each. Presumably , the
program prepared by the contractors was influenced by this low budget
bogey; eight of the ten bids received were approximately $8 million——
leading to the selection of only one contractor. (It now appears that
it will cost $16 million dollars for one.) The deficiencies causing
the flight failures clearly can be traced to the original inadequate
bud get , and the typ e of contractors ’ proposals that such a budget invited.

The question must be asked whether the foregoing experience has been
adequately reflected in the future plans. The future budget plans for
the engineering development phase call for a single contractor based on
a new competition. This is a single thread success schedule and budget.
It involves the possibility of the loss of the learning and experience
derived from the program to date and a rep eat of a costly short—cut ap-
proach under the pressure of an award on the basis of price. It does not
seem appropriate for the Ad Hoc Committee to make a specific recommendation
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on procurement matters such as this. However, it is legitimate to ob—
serve that the success of the program will probably be more strongly
influenced by the adequacy of the budget and contractual approach than
by any technical considerations. The lack of maturity and background
of experience in the RPV field makes this statement of increased impor-
tance . In contrast to such fields as airplanes, missiles, and satel—
lites where procedures , quality control, performance requirement s, etc.,
are well established——the RPV field is still In the forma tive stage.
An inadequate budget which does not reflect the lessons learned in the
earlier part of the AQUILA program will result in a proposal that will
not produce a reliable RPV system.

I~
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FUTURE PROGRAM

Introduction.

Relatively little study has been given to future potential missions
for RPV’ s beyond a listing of these missions. The exception is a study
of the daylight RSTAD mission. It is anticipated , for instance, that
once a daylight RSTAD capability is attained , that a requirement will
arise for the extension of this capability to nighttime and other obscured
visibility conditions. The pace at which such an evoluation can be accom-
plished will therefore be based on the technology in the sensor field.
The next section deals with a consideration of the present state—of—the—
art of likely sensors, and the timeliness of this availability in relation
to the RPV Program needs.

Other than sensor development, a question exists as to possible Im-
provements in the RPV utility if a rotary wing vehicle were used. Initial
planning was to carry on two parallel demonstration studies , which would
be used to determine the merit of a rotary wing vehicle in comparison
with a straight wing. Budget considerations prevented this. A look,
therefore , was taken at the desirability of an Army initiated development
of a rotary wing RPV as an alternate solution to a fixed wing RPV for
“second generation” RPV requirements.

Advanced Sensors.

Finding -

Technology for sensors for fut ure possible
RPV missions has received only a small amount of
fundi ng from the RPV Progra m. The present pro-
groin is focused almost exclusively on daytime,
good weather reconnaissance, surveillance, target
acquisition, target designation, and artillery
ad.ju strnent, using daylight TV and laser target
designation and rang ing . Technology for these
functions is avai lable now. It is clear tha t
the first future requirement will be to extend
the same mission capability to nighttime and
poor visibility conditions. Forward Looking
Infra red (F UR) thez ’~mii sensors hold promise for
first p roviding such nighttime and poor visi-
bility operation. FLIR technology is receiving
substantia l funding outside the RPV Program.
Both the present and f uture missions discussed
in the last section can benefit f r om (or r *iy
require) other sensors . These include solid-

P state TV cameras, low light level TV, alter-

J native infrared sensors (FLIRs , MFPA FLIRe,
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~yro~lectric vidicon), millimeter ~xzve imaging
.~~nsor~ and/or designator s, f lash  sensors ,
~coua tic sensors, electromagnetic detectors ,
(fl a ng ing from radi o to ganina ray fre quencies) ,
and others.

Conc lu~ions and Recommendations -

We endorse and recommend continuation of
the present strategy which provides a rela-
tively small amount of funding for new sensors
technology from the RPV Development Office.
In virtuall y every case, non-RPV program re-
quirements provide much more motivation (and
fundi ng)  for sensor technology development
than the RPV Program can afford. The limited
total funding in the RPV Program must be
focused on the “firs t generation ” syst em, as
already discussed. In addition, at thi8
juncture, there is no compelling evidence
that a particular sensor techno logy) essentia l
for a future mission, will not be ready when
needed. On the other hand, the use of 8mall
contracts to explore the adaptation of par-
ticular sensors for RPV applications will get
the atten tion of the developers (both else-
where in the Anny and in the contractor
community) and can provide usefu l leverage
for the RPV Progr am.

Discussion.

The present RPV Program is properly focused on the daytime RSTA
mission, with emphasis on artillery adjustment. The presently planned
sensor package includes a silicon vidicon TV camera (with sensitivity
to 0.9 I~im in the near IR and a 1.06 ~im laser rangefinder/designator .
As discussed above In the PRESENT PROGRAM section, the technology to
provide this sensor package is available now, although the camera and
laser systems optimized for the RPV application are not developed yet.
Early flight tests are promising enough to give confidence that a sat-
isfactory sensor package can be developed . Hopefully, cost and weight
can be decreased, but present projections appear acceptable. To date ,
good use has been made of existing sensor technology, and appropriately
modest funding has been applied to the development of a camera and a
laser rangefinder /designator for the R.PV application .
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Future sensor requirements fall into two distinctly different
categories. First, there is the need to improve the RSTA capability
and to extend the “ first generation ” daylight system to provide night-
time and adverse weather operation. Second, there are several other
completely different potential missions which would require different
sensor/payload packages . Very little funding has been provided to
explore sensors for future missions. This is appropriate, since the
RPV Program cannot afford to support significant sensor development
at this time. Furthermore, considerable sensor technology R&D (much
of it for other applications) already is underway, notably at the Night
Vision Laboratories and through ARPA programs. When the “first genera-
tion” RPV has demonstrated its daytime usefulness, the Army can proceed
to the night/all—weather tSTA mission and to the alternative future mis-
sions. The latter need to be prioritized through appropriate system
studies (see System Studies and Other Uses Section, following).

Improved RSTAD sensors e~p~cially for night and adverse weather use.
The principal candidate RSTAD sensors to be considered as potential
future replacement or supplements for the present vidicon and laser
are listed in Table 1. Benefits , disadvantages , and date of availa-
bility are tabulated for each sensor.

Daytime solid—state TV iinagera will be available before 1980.
Eventually, they should replace the present daytime TV silicon vidicon
on the basis of size, weight , and ruggedness (with essentially the same
performance). Daytime TV iinagers probably will provide more resolution
and will remain less expensive than night/adverse weather Imagers. It
probably will be desirable to have both sensor packages in the inventory
once a practical , affordable all—weather sensor has been developed , in
spite of logistic considerations.

Low L ight Level TV (LLLTV) devices probably are too expensive for
a marginal nighttime capability. In addition , they may be too large to
fit in the limited space available. The situation will improve as “third
generation” photocathodes (made with Ill—V materials) are mated to solid—
state CTD (Charge Transfer Device) readout circuitry. This advanced
technology will not become available for operational applica don until
about 1980.

Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensor technology i8 avai lable today
to provide night and adverse weather imaging capability appropriate for
RSTA and artillery adjustment. However, present sensors are heavy and
expensive for an RPV . The choice between ~~~~~~ u r n  and 8—12 ~im FLIR~S is
not obvious. The 3—5 ~im system will require less refriger it ion , but will
not penetrate smoke and fog as well as the 8—12 urn system. If the added
refrigeration is not too expensive or heavy, the 8—12 urn system Is to be
preferred . Hopefully , the RPV Program can benefit from the current large
MOD FLIR progra m. Future generation FLIR systems , using monolithic focal
plane array. (MFPAs ) of detectors and associated solid—state multiplexin g
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electronics hold much promise for driving down cost and weight (without
loss of pcrformance), but will not be available for operational applica-
tion before 1980. The MFPA technology is heavily funded by several DOD
agencies and is being developed rapidly.

The pyroelectric vidicon provides infrared imaging with an inex-
pensive room temperature camera. (FLIR systems all require refrigera-
tion which adds cost and weight.) Pyroelectric vidicons are available
now, but lack the sensitivity of a good FLIR system. However, they should
be evaluated for the night/adverse weather role, due to their cost and
weight advantage. A pyroelectric sensor with solid—state CTD readout may
become available after 1980. It will be more rugged and will offer addi-
tional reduction in cost and weight, but may provide no more performance
than the present pyroelectric vidicon.

Millimeter wave radar technology eventually may provide a good
night/adverse weather imaging capability. Penetration of weather, fog,
and dust will be better than that of a FLIR system and much better than
daytime TV can provide. Image resolution will be seriously degraded,
however. It may turn out that only moving targets can be detected. A
millimeter wave radar also can provide rangefinder/designator capability,
also with reduced angular precision. The antenna required will be at
least 8—12 inches in diameter (or a phased array can be used). There is
considerable DOD interest in millimeter waves now, and the technology
is moving ahead rapidly, but the impact on RPV systems will not come
before 1980.

The technology of 1.06 Inn laser rangefinders/designators is mature,
and adaptable for the RPV application. It may be desirable to move to
10.6 i~un to gain superior penetration of weather, fog, smoke, and dust.
Technology to accomplish this change is being pursued now for other ap-
plications. If a 10.6 ji m laser rangefinder/designator becomes available,
it will be useful in an impaired—visibility scenario only if used in con-
junction with an FLIR imager. This option should be developed by about
1980.

In addition to the relatively conventional RSTA sensors discussed
above, there are several unconventional sensors (e.g., metal reradiation
radar——METERA , trace gas detector , magnetometer , gravitometer , acoustic
detector , etc.). Some day , one or another of these may be useful for
the RSTD mission, either alone or in conjunction with another sensor.
Unconventional sensors are covered comprehensively in MERADCOM Report 2183,
by T. M . Small, entitled , “Unique RPV Sensors and Their Effectiveness
Against Logistic Targets ,” dated June 1976. Future developments in
this field should be followed in case relevance to the R.PV program
develops. There also are additional conventional sensors which have been
omitted due to shortcomings considered to be overriding at this time.
These include:
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film camera — not real time;

n—color IR — larger, more costly and further off than one—color IR;

laser line scanner — much too large and costly;

side looking radar — too large, costly (situation may improve);

flash sensing of glints — detection capability too limited ;

radiac — limited to sensing radioactive emissions.

Sensors for alternative missions. As mentioned bejre, the current
RPV Program is appropriatel y addressed almost exclusively to the RSTA
mission. When the Program has successfully demonstrated the utility of
the RPV for this mission, it will be desirable to evaluate the potential
value of other missions such as co~miunications relay , ECM (jassning), SIGINT
and ELINT, emitter location, strike, nuclear radiation monitoring (RADIAC),
and chaff dispenser. Appropriate systems studies will be needed to
identify priorities among these possible missions. Current RPV programs
in the Air Force and Navy are addressing some of these applications; use
should be made of their stud ies, where possible.

Until the performance requirements for selected future milsions have
been specified, it is difficult to assess the readiness of ava!lable
technology to provide the necessary RPV payloads. In general, however,
It appears that the future missions listed above can be accomplished
fairly easily using present state—of—the—art in sensors and electronics.
Anticipated communication relay requirements are modest, compared with
those satisfied by satellite relays. A microwave jammer carried into
enemy territory by an RPV will require much less power than one located
inside friendly territory; an RPV should be able to carry a respectable
jammer. The receiver for a strike RPV which homes on a SAM radar need
not be very sensitive. In short, although the missions need to be spe—
cified in more detail before definitive answers can be provided , it ap-
pears that most of these missions can be satisfied with existing state—of—
the—art in sensors and electronics.
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Rotary Wth& Considerations.

There are at present no efforts taking place
in the United States on the development of rotary
wing or VTOL RPV ’B with the exception of a small
company funded effort at Convair Di Vision of
C~nera l Dynamics concerned with a duoted fan ye-
hi~le. There is a significant development effort
in the United Kingdom on a rotary wing RP V, and
we unders tand tha t a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) will be signed in the near future giving
the United States Army access to detailed in-
formation and data from this program.

A rotary wing RPV offers the prospect of
eliminating the most aw1o~ard features of the
AQUILA system, the large net recovery Bystem as
well as the launcher. Development of a simple
and re liable parac hute recovery system for the
fixed wing RPV would mitigate to some extent
this advan tage of the rotary wing RPV. A rotary
wing RPV on the other hand will be a consider-
ab ly more complex airframe with attendant in-
crease in maintenance and reduction in re lia-
bility. A rotary wing RPV will undoubtedly cost
more than a fixed wing RPV, however, this cost
difference is probab ly not significant since
the vehicle cost is only a small part of the
tota l system co8t. The ro tary wing vehicle
offers also the ability to f ly  slowly and to
hover in contrast to the fixed wing; however,
the dependence of the vehicle survivability
and the ability to detect and recognize targets
on f l ight speed is not clear at t1~ s time. In
addition to the basic airfr ame development,
other technica l r isk areas associated with
rotary wing RPV’s which may require eng ineer-
ing developments,, include the effect of vehicle
vibration level on sensor p erfor,nance, “power
settling ” problems in vertica l recovery, safety,
and effect of ro tor downwaah in operatio n from
unprepared areas. The sophistication of the
automatic f l i ght oontrol system required for
either the fixed or rotary wing vehicle implies
tha t the basic stability level of the rotary
wing RPV is not p ar ticuiarly an issue.
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Conclusions and Reco??~nendation8 -

In view of the development program in the
United Xingdom, and the expected MOU, taken
with a tight funding situation, it is recom-
mended tha t development of a rotary wing RPV
not be undertaken by the Army at the present
time. The Army should make every effor t to
monitor as closely as possible the pr ogr~n in
the United Kingdom.

It is further reconinended tha t a study
be undertaken to examine the impact of f l ight
speed and hovering ability on the survivability
of RPV ’a and on the ability to detect and recog-
nize targets to evaluate whether the basic
f l ight characteristi cs of a rotary wing RPV
offer advantages over a fixed wing RPV.

Discussion.

There are at presen t no Army funded programs for rotary wing RPV.
There is a program in the United Kingdom to develop a rotary wing RPV
and we understand that a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) will be
signed in the near future which will provide the Army with access to
information and data generated by this program. The ASAP Ad Hoc Study
Group , therefore, undertook examination of the desirabili ty of an Army
ini tiated development of a rotary wing RPV as an alternat ive solut ion
to a fixed wing RPV for “second generat ion” RPV mission requirements.

In discussing the advantages and disadvantages of a fixed wing
versus a rotary wing RPV configuration, it is convenient to examine
separately the impac t of the RPV configuration on the system and mis-
sion. First, the impact of the vehicle configuration on the system is
considered. Interest in the rotary wing configuration stems primarily
from the fact that the relatively large and bulky launch and recovery
system associated with the fixed wing RPV would be unnecessary. This
most obviou, advantage of the rotary wing RPV in simplifying the ground
based support equipment is obtained at the expense of increased mechani-
cal complexity in the flight vehicle. If a simplified recovery system
is develop.d for the fiud wing RPV , this advantage becomes less clear.
A rotary wing RPV will require additional control actuators, linkages,
bearings and mechanisms associated with components such as rotor hubs ,
blade pitch controls and main rotor transmission , resulting in incre ased
maintsnanc• and reduced reliability in contrast to the fixed wing vehicle .
Attendan t with this increas , in vehicle complexity would be increased
vehicle cost although this is probably not a significant factor since
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vehicle cost is only a small fraction of total system cost. The auto-
matic fli ght control system of a rotary wing vehicle would be more
complex than the fixed wing system, but, again, this is probably not
significant since any RPV will require a sophisticated automatic
flight control system to permit it to be flown remotely to accomplish
its mission .

The rotary wing vehicle offers good hover and low speed capabilities
at the expense of payload for an equivalent gross weight and maximum
speed. This trade—off is discussed further below.

One unanswered question regarding the rotary wing RPV is the impact
of the vehicle vibration spectrum on sensor performance and life. Candi-
date sensors need to be exposed to vibration levels and frequencies
which will be experienced on rotary wing RPV’s to resolve this.

Other aspects of the rotary wing system which must be considered
include possible problems with “power settling” in steep vertical de-
scents, the influence of rotor downwash operating in a dusty environ-
ment, and safety of operation with comparatively high energy rotor
systems operating in a horizontal plane.

Certain advantages in the data and communication links can be ob-
tained through the use of a coaxial rotor configuration with an axi—
symmetric fuselage such that the orientation of the fuselage can be
selected by the ground operator; e.g., a highly directional antenna can
be used for the communication system . The antenna configuration is
simplified and anti—jam protection is obtained at the expense of aero-
dynamic efficiency. This is the configuration selected in the United
Kingdom.

Solutions to most of the problems mentioned above require engineer-
ing development and do not appear to present any unusual technical
problems.

With respect to the mission, it is difficult to evaluate the advan-
tages which might be gained from hovering and low speed performance at
the expense of high speed. There does not appear to be sufficent data
available to evaluate the effect of flight speed on sensor performance
and consequently, on the abili ty of the operator to detec t and recognize
targets, as well as the impact of flight speed on survivability. Use of
sensors with automatic tracking features appear to eliminate to a large
extent the advantages of a hovering platform, however. If studies show
(1) that there is a clear advant age to low flight speeds and hovering
for target detection and recognition , and (2) that a low flight speed
does not make the vehicle prohibitively vulnerable , then the rotary wing
RPV should be given serious considera tion . Otherwise , it appears that
an extensive engineering developmen t will be required to develop a reliable
rotary wing RPV with acceptable maintenance levels, and that the best course
for the Army to follow ii to monitor closely the rotary wing RPV develop—
aents in the United Kingdom.
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~y~ Lem Studies of Other Missions.

Finding -

As previously noted in Var1~oU8 sections
of thi8 report , a lmost al t of the resources
allocated for the investigation of RPV ’e have
been devoted to technology development, with
only limited study of other potentia l missions.
The Pane l feels  that the f u l l  potential co~d
operation effectiveness of the RFV either in
growth of the present “firs t generation ”
aye tern or its utility in employing other pay-
loads for other missions has not been ade-
quate ly investigated.

Conclusions and Reconinendations -

As a result of the majori ty of fund s being
expended on such subjects as (a) future mission
app lications and analyses ., including a priori-
tization of capabilities; (b) quanti tative as-
sessment of the operationa l effectiveness of
the RPV when employ ed in other missions; (a)
technology development plans to support desig-
nated mission concepts and (d) a Master Prog ram
Plan re la ting the funding and scheduling of
vehicles with extended or new operationa l
capabi lities to the development p lan of the
“firs t generat ion” system. If the p resent
AQUIL4 transitions from Advanced Development
into f u l l,  scale Engineer ing Develop ment, we
believe that the potential of other missions
such as (a) growth to day/night and adverse
weather, (b) EW, and (a) longer operating
range , necessitates the same type of quanti-
tative assessment as tha t conducted for the
Baseline System. Specifically, we recci,iinend
tha t a series of trade-off studies, under the
direction of TRADOCJ be conducted where various
operationa l concepts and pay loads are evaluated.
Each of the alternate systems should be assessed
in terms of operationa l effectiveness , using
measures such as targets killed with and without
the RPV, losses encountered with and without the
RPV, or expected rats of enemy for ce travel with
and without RPV ‘a. Losses of friendly armor as
well as Attack or RECCE helicopters should be
included in a study of this type. Prom an
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operations standpoint, realistic battlefield
scenarios should be utilized where the analy-
sL~ can consider variations in tactics; e.g.,
aingle or multi-vehicles, as well as enemy
countermeasures.

Discussion.

It is intended that the “first generation” system will provide a
day only, clear weather, Reconnaissance, (limited) Surveillance Target
Acquisition (RSTA) capability to the Division. Specific operational
requirements for this system are: (1) detect, identi fy , and locate
targets accurately out to 20 KM beyond the FEBA ; (2) designate targets
for terminal homing munitions; and (3) adjust artillery fire.

A list of growth in capability of the Baseline System is shown in
Table 1. In essence , near— term growth of the Baseline System includes :
(1) extension from day , clear weather to day/night adverse weather with
the addition of some electronic warfare capability ; and (2) extension of
range capability from 20 KM to 50 KM and utilizing updated technology
for the RSTA, LD, LR, and EW sensors.

Essentially, the priori ties established by TRADOC are to achieve
a day/fair weather only RSTAD capability first, extend this capability
to night, all weather, and then consider EW as a second priority. Since
there are a number of potential applications of the RPV, the conduct of
mission analyses and operational effec tiveness studies should result in
a definitive longer range plan for the “second generation” and beyond RPV .

Some examples of alternate missions being suggested in various Army
documents are as follows:

SOME CANDIDATE RPV MISSIONS

• Reconnaissance — Real—Time Radar and TV Imagery to Higher Commands

• Defense Suppression — Harass, Strike

• Strike — Kamikaze, Designate , Loiter and Strike

• Electronic Warfare — Chaff , Jamming, Decoys

• Cot~iunicate — Communication Relays

• Sensor Delivery — Ground Sensors

• Tactical Intelligence — ELINT, SIGINT , COMINT
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FURTHER RPV MISSIONS TO CONSIDER

• Emplanting Beacons for Offset Homing by Indirect—Fire Weapons
With Low—Cost Sensors

• Covert Intelligence Operations

• Psychological Warfare

• Controlled Delivery of Subkiloton Nuclear Warheads (if ADMs,
Tube and Lance Deployment s Were Forbidden by Rules of Engagement)

The Panel believes that there is great potential in the application
of the RPV in various Electronic Warfare missions. There has been some
study as well as some limited testing conducted at Fort Huachuca of the
potential of inini—RPV ’s as SIGINT/EW platforms. Some of the possible
SIGINT applications include (a) collecting and locating tactical voice
co~~unication centers , and (b) identification and location of counter—
mortar/counterbattery and air defense radars .

A potentially very attractive mission for the RPV , which should be
evaluated, is that of j~n~iing enemy and/or dispensing chaff. In the
j amming mode, advantages include being able to jam enemy communications
equipment as well as air defense radar , by using the RPV to place an
inexpensive jo~~ing source close to enemy equipment. In this case , the
tactics employed would , of course, significantly affect the operational
uti lity of the RPV . For example , it would be interesting to evaluate
the effectiveness (such as the improvement in RPV survivability) of
uti lizing a jammer RPV escorting attack helicopters or other RPV ’s
while on an RSTA mission . Power requirements and space limitations for
both spot and barrage jaimiers are, of course, constraints which must be
studied to determine the technical feasibility of this concept.
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